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Abstract
In this paper we consider two important topics density estimation and random variate generation We will
present a framework that is easily implemented using the familiar multilayer neural network First we develop
two new methods for density estimation a stochastic method and a related deterministic method Both methods
are based on approximating the distribution function the density being obtained by dierentiation
In the second part of the paper we develop new random number generation methods Our methods do not
suer from some of the restrictions of existing methods in that they can be used to generate numbers from an
arbitrary density provided that certain smoothness conditions are satised One of the methods is based on an
observed inverse relationship between the density estimation process and the random number generation process
We present two variants of this method  a stochastic and a deterministic version We propose a second method
that is based on formulating the task as a control problem where a controller network	 is trained to shape a
given density into the desired density
We justify the use of all the methods that we propose by providing theoretical convergence results In particular
we prove that the L
 
convergence to the true density for both the density estimation and random variate
generation techniques occurs at a rate O

log logNN
  
 where N is the number of data points and  can be
made arbitrarily small for suciently smooth target densities This bound is very close to the optimally achievable
convergence rate under similar smoothness conditions Also for comparison the L


RMS convergence rate of a
positive kernel density estimator is O
N

 when the optimal kernel width is used
We present numerical simulations to illustrate the performance of the proposed density estimation and random
variate generation methods In addition we present an extended introduction and bibliography that serves as an
overview and reference for the practitioner
Keywords density estimation	 random number generation	 distribution function	 multilayer network	 neural net

work	 estimation error	 convergence rate	 stochastic algorithms

  Introduction
A majority of problems in science and engineering have to be modeled in a probabilistic manner Even if the
underlying phenomena are inherently deterministic	 the complexity of these phenomena often makes a probabilistic
formulation the only feasible approach from the computational point of view Consequently	 tools from probability
theory have become very valuable in the characterization	 analysis	 and solution of many such problems Although
quantities such as the mean	 the variance	 and possibly higher order moments of a random variable have often
been sucient to characterize a particular problem	 the quest for higher modeling accuracy	 and for more realistic
assumptions drives us towards modeling the available random variables using their probability density This of
course leads us to the problem of density estimation see  Density estimation has been a very active research
topic in the past three decades There has always been competition among researchers to invent more accurate
density estimation techniques	 since this will signicantly impact the applications that rely on density estimation
as an essential component Examples of applications that need a density estimation step include the following the
application of the optimal pattern classication procedure	 the Bayes procedure see 	 and 	 the determination
of the optimal detection threshold for the signal detection problem 	 time series prediction applications where
the density for a future data point is required rather than a single forecast for the value see 	 	 clustering for
unsupervised classier design 	 the design of optimal scalar quantizers for the signal encoding problem 	 and
nding estimates of condence intervals and quantile levels for the parameter estimation and regression problems

   Existing Density Estimation Techniques
Traditional density estimation methods can be grouped into two broad categories see 	 	 and  The rst
of these is the parametric approach It assumes that the density has a specic functional form	 such as a Gaussian or
a mixture of Gaussians The unknown density is estimated by using the data to obtain estimates for the parameters
of the functional form Typically	 the parameters are estimated using maximum likelihood or Bayesian techniques
The drawback of the parametric approach is that the functional form of the density is rarely known beforehand	 and
the commonly assumed Gaussian or mixture of Gaussian models rarely t densities that are encountered in practice
The more common approach for density estimation is the nonparametric approach	 where no functional form for
the underlying density is assumed Rather than expressing the density as a specic parametric form	 it is determined
according to a formula involving the data points available The most common nonparametric method is the kernel
density estimator	 also known as the Parzen window estimator  The density is estimated by summing kernel
functions centered at each data point A typical kernel function is the Gaussian bump The problem with the
kernel method is its extreme sensitivity to the choice of the kernel width	 which acts as regularization parameter A
wrong choice can lead to either under
smoothing or over
smoothing Methods to estimate the kernel width are either
asymptotic and given in terms of the unknown density	 thus impractical	 or are based on cross
validation	 thus prone
to statistical error Another drawback of the kernel method is that it has the tendency to exhibit bumpy behavior at
the tails  If the bumps are smoothed out by increasing the kernel width	 then essential detail in the main part
of the density is masked out or the width of the main part of the density will be exaggerated
The other common nonparametric approach is the k
nearest neighbor technique  In this approach	 the
density at a particular point x is estimated as inversely proportional to the volume of the hypersphere centered
at x	 with radius equal to the Euclidean distance to the k
th
nearest neighbor The k
nearest neighbor approach

shares some of the drawbacks of the kernel density estimator	 such as the diculty of obtaining the best smoothing
parameter k In addition	 the density estimate is not a smooth function	 has a very heavy tail	 and integrates to
innity on non
compact sets One of the advantages of the kernel and k
nearest neighbor methods is their ease of
implementation
A number of other nonparametric or semiparametric methods have been proposed in the literature For example	
penalized likelihood methods see for example 	  penalize the likelihood by some regularizing functional
Orthogonal expansions 	 	 and wavelet based methods 	  obtain density estimates by expanding in
some suitable basis Complexity based approaches 	  are similar to penalized likelihood methods in that they
try to achieve a compromise between likelihood and simplicity Methods using families of exponentials represent
the density in terms of some exponential family see for example  Histospline approaches use splines to t the
distribution function	 and obtain the density by dierentiation	 	 	 	 
There have been a number of methods on using neural networks for density estimation The majority of the
approaches tend to be parametric in nature	 and therefore share many of the limitations of the parametric approach
discussed above For example	 Travens approach  and Cwik and Koronackis method  are based on mixture
of Gaussian density estimation method Bishop and Legleye 	 Bishop 	 and Husmeier and Taylor 	 	
consider a mixture of Gaussians model where the mean and variance are estimated using a multilayer network
Williams 	 proposes a similar approach for the multidimensional case Schioler and Kulczykis method  is
based on the kernel estimation method Roth and Baram 	 and Miller and Horn  developed elegant methods
by training networks to maximize the entropy of the outputs Van Hulle  developed an interesting technique
based on a selforganizing approach	 whereby the algorithm converges to a solution	 such that at any point	 the
density of the weight vectors is an estimate of the unknown density Martinez  used a competitive learning tree
to create equiprobable quantizations of the input space Modha and Fainman  proposed a multilayer network	
that is trained by maximizing the log
likelihood of the data Weigend and Srivastava  developed a fractional
binning approach	 developed in the context of time series prediction that is based on partitioning the input space
into bins	 assigning a softmax output neuron for every bin	 and training the network on the fraction of data falling
in each respective bin Smyth and Wolpert  suggested a method for combining the estimates of several density
estimators such as kernel estimators or mixture of Gaussian estimators Zeevi and Meir  proposed the use of
convex combinations of density estimators and analyzed their estimation error Neural network based methods have
also been developed for estimating discrete distributions	 see for example Thathachar and Arvind 	 and Adali et
al 
  Overview of the New Density Estimation Techniques
First we will propose two new methods for density estimation using multilayer networks The approaches can be
considered as semi
parametric models The reason is that the model is described in terms of a number of parameters
the weights of the network	 rather than the actual data points	 but at the same time the number of parameters can
be increased in a way that would ultimately achieve an all
powerful model capable of approximating any continuous
density function One important advantage of multilayer networks over local methods such as the kernel estimator
is that they have been shown in theory and in practical problems to be superior for high
dimensional problems
For example Barron et al  and Hornik et al 	  show that a neural networks ability to simultaneously
approximate a function and its derivatives does not decay with increasing input dimension Modha and Masry 
obtain a similar result for the case of neural networks approximating density functions in both cases	 the coecient

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Figure  The convergence of the sample distribution function The sample distribution function for a mixture of
two Gaussians is shown for 	  and  data points Notice that the curve for  data points is
essentially overlapping the  data points curve
of convergence may depend on the dimension Further	 multilayer networks give us the exibility to choose an error
function to suit our application The methods developed here are based on approximating the distribution function	
in contrast to most previous works which focus on approximating the density itself Straightforward dierentiation
then gives us the estimate of the density function The distribution function is often useful in its own right 
 one can
directly evaluate quantiles or the probability that the random variable occurs in a particular interval Although the
methods by Wahba 	  are based on approximating the distribution function	 our approach is quite dierent
and obtains a better convergence rate for the error than the cubic spline techniques presented there
Figures  and  indicate the essential intuition behind why one might focus attention towards learning the
distribution function rather than the density One can see the higher sensitivity of the density estimator to nite
sample size and the bin width smoothness parameter Too small a bin width increases the sensitivity to the noise
due to the small sample size A larger bin width will smooth out this noise at the expense of a loss of information The
distribution estimator	 however	 does not appear as sensitive to the small sample size	 and no smoothness parameter
needs to be chosen The regularization that is controlled by the bin width or kernel width is embedded in the
integral operator that is used in passing from the histogram to the distribution
We develop two methods for the estimation of densities by rst learning the cumulative distribution function and
then taking the derivative of the resulting function The rst method is based on a stochastic algorithm SLC	 and
the second method is a deterministic technique based on learning the cumulative SIC We show that these two
techniques yield equivalent results The stochastic technique will generally be smoother on smaller numbers of data
points	 however	 the deterministic technique is faster and applies to the multi
dimensional case
We analyze the consistency and the convergence rate of the estimation error for our methods in the univariate
case When the unknown distribution is bounded and has bounded derivatives up to order K	 we prove that the
L
 
estimation error is Olog logNN
K  
K
	 where N is the number of data points As a comparison	 for the
kernel density estimator with non
negative kernels and the k
th
nearest neighbor density estimator	 the L
 
RMS

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Figure  Convergence of the histogram estimator The histograms of data drawn from data drawn from a mixture
of two Gaussians a and b are for a bin width of 	 and c and d are for a bin width of  The histograms
for 	 	  points are shown Notice the extreme sensitivity to the bin width
estimation error is ON
 
	 under the assumptions that the unknown density has a square integrable second
derivative see 	 and that the optimal kernel width is used	 which is not possible in practice because computing
the optimal kernel width requires knowledge of the true density One can see that for smooth density functions with
bounded derivatives	 our methods achieve an L
 
error rate that is better than ON
 
 for any   
We have found in the literature only the following methods that achieve comparable error rates The rst is a
kernel estimator with the specic choice of kernel that possesses zero l
th
order moments for l    L	 L being even	
 For such kernels	 the L
 
RMS convergence rate is ON
L L
 The problem	 however	 with this method
is that the kernel has negative parts	 and hence the resulting density estimate can be negative at some points and
could therefore be an illegitimate density function Because of this problem	 this method is impractical and is not
commonly used The other method is the adaptive kernel estimator	  The L
 
RMS error rate is theoretically
ON

 for this method However	 the error estimate for this method is based on using the optimum smoothing
function	 which is given in terms of the unknown density and its derivatives Even if one uses pilot estimates of these
unknown characteristics of the true density to determine the smoothing function	 the resulting statistical error will
leave a residual ON
 
 term that cannot entirely cancel out In short	 no positive kernel estimator can have a
faster L
 
RMS rate of convergence than ON
 
  The error estimate of our method	 in contrast to these
methods	 does not rely on optimizing parameters based on the unknown density other than knowing K A class

of semi
parametric methods that achieve an L
 
error rate of OlogNN
K  
K  
 and L
 
error rate of ON
K  
K  

have also been proposed see 	 	 	 	 	 where K is the maximum k for which
R
jF
k
j  where F is
the unknown distribution function  These methods have been shown to achieve the optimal convergence rates on
compact sets see 	 	 	 	 	 	  Thus	 our proposed methods achieve a convergence rate very
close to the optimally achievable rate
  The Random Variate Generation Problem
In the second part of the paper	 we consider the problem of generating a random variable according to a given
density function The topic of random variate generation has been a vast research topic in the past three decades In
many scientic problems in areas such as physics	 biology	 engineering	 and economics it is now more the rule than
the exception to be confronted with problems where analytic solutions are not possible and simulating the given
problem would be the only feasible approach Problems which possess some random element will necessitate an
accurate and fast random variable generation procedure for the Monte Carlo simulation to be eciently performed
Examples of applications include the simulation of a biological system	 such as how nerve cells interact together	 the
simulation of a communication network where the packets are assumed to arrive according to a particular density
function	 the simulation of a control system where the plant disturbance is a random variable	 and the simulation of
the stock market in an attempt to estimate a valuation for some derivative instrument In the past	 the assumption
of standard density functions such as Gaussian or exponential densities for these random variables often allowed
analytical solutions for these problems But now	 with more accuracy needed	 the next step has been to assume more
realistic density functions for the random variables possibly estimated from the data
 Existing Random Variate Generation Techniques
Unfortunately	 there are very few techniques that can generate a random variable possessing an arbitrary density
function see  and  for reviews of the dierent approaches One well known method is the transformation
method a uniformly distributed random number x is generated	 and this number is passed through a nonlinear
transformation y  G

x	 where Gx is the given cumulative distribution function The problem with this
method is that in the majority of cases G

x or even Gx is not known analytically Solving for G

x
numerically is not practical since speed is of the essence for the random number generation problem In Monte
Carlo simulations	 random variables are typically generated millions of times	 in order to obtain statistically reliable
results There are many variations of the transformation method	 such as obtaining transformations of several
random variables see  and  These methods are largely ad hoc	 and can be used to generate only some of
the well
known density functions such as Gaussian	 Gamma	 Beta	 etc
The other method for random variable generation is the rejection method It is a more general method than the
transformation method To use the rejection method	 a comparison function hx that dominates gx everywhere
is required A point p  x y is generated uniformly in the two
dimensional region bounded by the comparison
function and the x
axis For this purpose	 H

is needed where Hz 
R
z
 
ht dt The point p will be accepted
or rejected based on the realization of a second uniform in   random variable u as follows u is compared to
gxhx and the point p is accepted if u  gxhx and rejected otherwise The problem with the rejection
method is that for some large
tail densities it is not possible to nd a comparison function with an analytically
invertible distribution function a necessary condition for the method that is everywhere larger than the given
density Therefore	 it cannot be guaranteed that this method is capable of generating random variates from an

arbitrary density The acceptance rate is A where A is the area under hx The acceptance rate can be small
 	 thus slowing down the random variate generation process Further	 if the functional form of the given
density is not known and it is only characterized by a nite set of data points	 then it becomes a computationally
extensive procedure and one has to resort to other techniques One such technique would be to form a kernel density
estimate and generate the points from that estimate This approach	 however	 is prone to statistical error in the
estimate of the density	 which is of order N
 
for the L
 
RMS error and therefore fairly high
 New Random Variate Generation Techniques
Our goal is to develop several new random variate generating techniques using multilayer networks The methods we
propose can be used to generate points from a distribution given by a functional form or given by a set of data points
drawn from that distribution The rst method for which we develop stochastic and deterministic versions is based
on viewing random number generation as the inverse process of the density estimation this inverse or dual nature of
density estimation and random variate generation has also been pointed out by 	  One of the advantages of
our method is that a density estimation step need not be performed We also propose a method that formulates the
problem within a control framework A cascade structure is proposed	 that consists of a density shaping network
acting as the controller	 and a density estimation network acting as the plant For the methods that we
propose	 the bulk of the time is spent in learning to generate the random variates Once this learning is done	 the
actual generation of these random numbers is fast and can thus be used for ecient Monte Carlo simulations
In the remainder of the paper we develop and theoretically justify the new methods we propose In section 	
we develop the two new density estimation techniques in detail In section 	 we present the convergence results of
the proposed density estimators In section 	 we describe the new random number generating techniques followed
by their convergence properties in section  In section 	 we present the simulation results for both the density
estimation techniques and the random variate generation techniques We conclude with a brief discussion in section
 We present the proofs of the convergence theorems in the appendix
 New Density Estimation Techniques
In this section we will propose two new methods for density estimation For both methods	 one can use a standard
multilayer network	 such as a one
hidden
layer network We will use neural networks throughout for illustrative
purposes	 but stress that any suciently general class of functions will do just as well The networks output will
represent an estimate of the distribution function	 and its derivative will be an estimate of the density
  SLC Stochastic Learning of the Cumulative
Let x
n
 R n    N be the given data points Let the underlying density be gx and its distribution function
Gx 
R
x
 
gtdt We assume the density to be continuous and have continuous derivatives of all orders Let the
neural network output be Hxw	 where w represents the set of weights of the network Ideally	 after training the
neural network	 we would like to have
Hxw  Gx 
Learning requires a set of targets To determine a target for the network training	 we make the following observation
The density of the variable y  Gx x being generated according to gx is uniform in   The reason is as

follows Let g
Y
y represent the density of y Using the well known formula for transformation of random variables	
g
Y
y 
gx
j
dy
dx
j

gx
j
dGx
dx
j
  for   y   
and g
Y
y   for y   or y   We used the fact that gx  dGxdx Thus	 if Hxw is to be as close as
possible to Gx	 then the network output should have a density as close as possible to uniform in   This is what
our goal will be We will attempt to train the network such that its output density is uniform Having achieved
this goal	 the network mapping should represent the distribution function Gx A somewhat similar philosophy is
used in  and 	 where they show that their entropy maximization method implies transformation to a uniform
density and also implies the necessity to maximize the expected logarithm of the determinant of the transformation
Jacobian We present here and fully analyze a dierent and more direct method for obtaining a mapping to a
uniform distribution than the methods proposed in 	 
The basic idea behind the proposed algorithm is to use the N data points drawn from the unknown density as
inputs to the network For every training cycle we generate a dierent set of N network targets randomly from a
uniform distribution in  	 and adjust the weights to map the data points sorted in ascending order to these
generated targets also sorted in ascending order Thus we are training the network to map the data to a uniform
distribution
Before describing the steps of the algorithm	 we note that the resulting network has to represent a mono

tonically nondecreasing mapping	 otherwise it will not represent a legitimate distribution function Let M 
fwjHxwx   xg Then we wish to pick w  M 	 such that Hxw is as close as possible to Gx
In practice	 enforcing monotonicity could be done by using a class of monotonic networks 	 or else by using
hint penalty terms 	  Hints are auxiliary information or constraints on the target function	 that are known a
priori independent of the training examples By using hints in the form of penalty terms	 we can guide the learning
process	 and obtain a network that satises the hints In our simulations	 we used the latter approach of adding a
term that penalizes non
monotone mappings to the error function The proposed algorithm is as follows
 Let x

 x
 
  x
N
be the points drawn from the unknown density Without loss of generality assume the points
are sorted in ascending order x

 x
 
 	 	 	  x
N

 Set t  	 where t is the training cycle number Initialize the weights randomly to w
 Generate randomly from a uniform distribution in   another N points u


 u

 
  u

N
 These are the network
targets for this cycle
 Sort the targets in ascending order	 ie u

 u
 
   u
N
where we have renamed the ordered targets u
n

Then	 the point u
n
is the target output for x
n

 Adjust the network weights according to the backpropagation scheme
wt   wt 
 	t
Ew
w

where E is the objective function that includes the error term and the monotonicity hint penalty term
Ew 
P
N
n	
h
Hx
n
 w
 u
n
i
 
 

P
N
h
k	
 

Hy
k
 w 
Hy
k
! w
h
Hy
k
 w
Hy
k
! w
i
 


The second term is the monotonicity penalty term	 
 is a positive weighting constant	 ! is a small positive
number	  x is the familiar unit step function	 and the y
k
s are any set of points where we wish to enforce
the monotonicity Because the hint is known to be true	 
 can be chosen very large
 Set t  t 	 and go to step  to perform another cycle until the error is small enough
 Upon convergence	 the density estimate becomes
"gx 
Hxw
x

Note that as presented	 the randomly generated targets are dierent for every cycle	 which will have a smoothing
eect that will allow convergence to a truly uniform distribution One other version	 that we have implemented in
our simulation studies	 is to generate new targets after every xed number L of cycles	 rather than every cycle This
generally improves the speed of convergence as there is more continuity in the learning process Also note that it
is preferable to choose the activation function for the output node to be in the range of  to 	 to ensure that the
estimate of the distribution function is in this range A sample run of how SLC performs on  data points drawn
from a mixture of two Gaussians is shown in gure  of section 
SLC is only applicable to estimating univariate densities The reason is that for the multivariate case	 the
nonlinear mapping y  Gx will not necessarily result in a uniformly distributed output y Fortunately	 many	 if not
the majority of problems encountered in practice are univariate This is because multivariate problems	 with even
a modest number of dimensions	 need a huge amount of data to obtain statistically accurate results Our second
method	 described next	 is applicable to the multivariate case as well
 SIC Smooth Interpolation of the Cumulative
Again	 we have a multilayer network	 to which we input the point x	 and the network outputs the estimate of the
distribution function Let gx be the true density function	 and let Gx be the corresponding distribution function
Let x  x

  x
d

T
 The distribution function is given by
Gx 
Z
x
 
 
	 	 	
Z
x
d
 
gxdx

	 	 	x
d

A straightforward estimate of Gx could be the fraction of data points falling in the area of integration
"
Gx 

N
N
X
n	
 x
 x
n
 
where  is dened as
 x 

 if x
i
  for all i       d	
 otherwise
The statistical properties of the estimate  have been widely studied  	  For the method we propose	 we
will use such an estimate for the target outputs of the neural network
The estimate given by  has a staircase
like shape if plotted against x	 and thus is discontinuous The neural
network method developed here provides a smooth	 and hence more realistic estimate of the distribution function
Further	 the density can be obtained by dierentiating the output of the network with respect to its inputs

For the low
dimensional case	 we can uniformly sample  using a grid	 to obtain the examples for the network
Beyond two or three dimensions	 this is not feasible of course because of computational considerations One idea is
to sample the input space randomly using say a uniform distribution over the approximate range of x
n
s	 and for
every point determine the network target according to  Another option is to use the data points themselves as
examples The target for a point x
m
would then be
"
Gx
m
 

N 
 
N
X
n	 n	m
 x
m

 x
n
 
This target is unbiased	 ie	 E
h
"
Gx
m

i
x
m
 Gx
m
 Another alternative would be to use E Gx
m
 This expected
value can be calculated only for the one dimensional case This is because for the one dimensional case	 the data
points can be naturally ordered Let x
m
be the m
th
order statistic of the data points Then	 one can show that
E Gx
m
 

N  
N
X
n	
 x
m

 x
n
 
m
N  

Thus for one dimension	 we can use the targets represented in 	 however for more than one dimension we resort
to 
For the one dimensional case	 the algorithm is exactly as for SLC except for steps  and  Instead	 the targets u
i
are given by fu
i
 iNg
N
i	
 It is easy to see how the algorithm generalizes to the multi
dimensional case Once
again	 we use monotonicity as a hint to guide the training Once training is performed	 and Hx w approximates
Gx	 the density estimate can be obtained as
"gx 

d
Hx w
x

	 	 	 x
d
 
We note that for a few dimensions	 a derivation of the derivatives in  will be straightforward For larger dimensions
a numerical dierentiation scheme such as the simple dierencing method is more feasible A sample run of how SIC
performs on the same  data points used to run SLC is shown in gure  in section 
 Convergence of the Density Estimation Techniques
In this section we derive the convergence properties of the proposed density estimation techniques Our goal is to
justify the methods introduced in the previous section by showing that convergence to the true density does occur
Further	 we analyze the rate of convergence and compare with various other estimators Due to the technical nature
of such convergence issues	 we will take this opportunity to summarize the essential details of the section
First	 we consider the stochastic method SLC The targets are uniform in   The expected value of the
target u
i
	 the i
th
order statistic of a uniform distribution	 is iN   Therefore we should expect the learned
function to be approximately performing the mapping
x
i

i
N  

where x
i
represents the i
th
element of the ordered data set But this is exactly the mapping we are trying to learn
in SIC smooth interpolation of Gx Thus we expect SLC to converge to a solution that is also a solution of SIC

The formal statement and proof of this claim are the contents of section  For the proof	 we will need some results
from recursive stochastic approximation theory	 which we will review briey in the appendix
Having shown that SLCSIC	 we will restrict our analysis to SIC First we dene a set of functions which we
call generalized sample distribution functions These functions are exactly that set of functions that approximately
interpolate the sample distribution function given by  We prove that this set of functions converges uniformly
to the true cumulative distribution function in the L

and L
 
RMS sense In fact	 we will show that the rate
of convergence is ON
 
 for the L

and L
 
errors	 and O
p
log logNN for the L
 
error Further	 because
the neural network is an arbitrarily powerful class of functions	 these generalized distribution functions can be
implemented	 therefore the neural network implementations we have discussed in the previous section also converge
How about the convergence to the true density# Some assumptions have to be made about the true density
It is well known that the density estimation problem is an ill
posed problem

 Without any a priori assumptions
on the true density function	 it will be hard to judge the suitability of an estimator Even the trivial estimator
consisting of the summation of delta functions centered at the data points could be as valid as other estimators
In fact	 	  and  show that no density estimator is consistent for certain types of error measure unless one
makes some a priori assumptions about the distribution function Typical a priori assumptions used in the density
estimation literature are smoothness constraints on the class of considered densities These are realistic assumptions
that are usually obeyed by densities that are typically encountered in real world applications We will consider such
constraints in our analysis We assume boundedness of the derivatives We prove that when the true distribution
function has K bounded derivatives	 the L
 
convergence rate is Olog logNN
K K
 which as K   is
faster than N
 
    For comparison	 any positive kernel estimate has an L
 
RMS convergence rate
of N
 
using the optimal smoothing parameter	 which is inaccessible in practice as it depends on some detailed
properties of the true density We then show that neural networks can achieve these same rates on compact sets by
using the universal approximation results in 	  We will illustrate our convergence rate with simulations using
neural networks
  Convergence of SLC to SIC
In this section we will analyze the stochastic method SLC Let D  fx

 x
 
     x
N
g be the data points sorted
in ascending order	 and let u

t u
 
t  u
N
t be the output targets for training cycle t	 where the u
i
ts are
generated from a uniform density and then sorted in an ascending order Ignore for the time being the eect of the
hint penalty term in 	 as this term can only help convergence	 and	 if monotonicity is satised as in the case
of convergence to the true density	 then the hint term will equal zero The convergence behavior is given in the
following theorem
Theorem  Let the data x

   x
N
be generated according to the true distribution G Then SLC converges with
probability  to a local minimum of the error function
E 
N
X
n	
h
Hx
n
 w

n
N  
i
 

provided that the learning rate 	t is a decreasing sequence that satises the following conditions

A more detailed discussion of illposed problems can be found in   	

a
P
 
t	
	t 
b
P
 
t	
	
p
t  for some p  
c lim
t 
sup

	t
 	t
 


Proof See theorem B in appendix B
We note that the conditions on 	t guarantee that the learning rate is decreasing in a way that will dampen
the random uctuations around the minimum	 but at the same time	 not decreasing too fast to prevent reaching the
minimum A possible choice could be
	t 
	

t
p

where 	

is a constant and   p   	t  	

 logt	 however	 would not work This theorem shows that SLC
trains the network to map point x
n
to nN   as t   By comparing with SIC	 described in the previous
section	 we see that both methods possess similarities for the univariate case In fact	 as t  	 both methods are
equivalent Therefore	 we will restrict the remaining analysis to SIC  smooth interpolation of the sample cumulative
Gx We will rst look at the convergence to the true distribution function and then the convergence to the density
 Convergence to the True Distribution Function
SIC gives an estimate of the distribution function	 from which we get the density by dierentiation The distribution
function is useful in its own right	 so we will rst look at the consistency and convergence rate of SIC as an estimator
of the distribution function in the limit of large N 
Two well studied statistics of the sample distribution function are the Kolmogorov
Smirnov statistic D
N
 and
the Cram$ervon Mises statistic C
N
	 dened as follows
D
N
 sup
x
jG
N
x 
Gxj 
C
N

Z
 
 
G
N
x
Gx
 
dGx 
where G
N
is the sample distribution function given in  The following theorems are valid 	 pg 
Theorem  With probability 
lim sup
N 
D
N
s
N
 log logN




Proof See 	  or 
Theorem  With probability 
lim sup
N 
C
N
N
 log logN



 

Proof See 
It is not hard to extend these theorems to apply to the generalized sample distribution functions which we dene
shortly These theorems give the probability  convergence behavior We will look at E C
N

D
	 the expected per

formance in the L
 
error criterion RMS The expectations are with respect to the data set Let us introduce the
following denition
Let G be the space of functions such that for every X  G	 the following holds

 X  R   
 Xt is continuously dierentiable and X

t  
 X
   and X  
Thus	 G is the space of monotonic distribution functions on the real line that possess continuous density functions	
which is the class of functions that we will be interested in We dene a metric	 the L
p
X
norm of f 	 as follows
jj f jj
Xp


Z
 
 
jftj
p
dXt

p

jj f jj
p
Xp
is the expectation of jf j
p
with respect to the distribution X  G The L
 
X
norm is dened as
jj f jj
X 
 sup
xsuppX
jfxj 
Let the data set D be fx

 x
 
     x
N
g	 and corresponding to each x
i
	 let y
i
 iN   As mentioned in
the previous section	 SIC attempts to map the order statistics x
i
to iN In general this is possible given a large
enough neural network However	 we will allow the mapping to be approximate because under some smoothness
assumptions on the true distribution	 a smoother t would warrant a small sacrice in the t accuracy With this in
mind	 we dene the set of approximate sample distribution functions as follows
Denition  A approximate generalized sample distribution function H satises the following two conditions
 H  G

	
	
	
Hx
i


i
N
	
	
	
 N
q
log logN
 N
 i
Where N is some function of N  We will denote the set of all approximate sample distribution functions for a
data set D and a given N by H

D
N

The set H

D
N
contains those continuously dierentiable distribution functions that approximately interpolate the data
set fx
i
 y
i
g
N
i	
 For N   we have a generalized sample distribution function which is a smooth generalization
of the conventional sample distribution function Note that the conventional distribution function estimator  is
not in this class of generalized sample distribution functions	 but it is the limit of functions that are in this class
Let us now derive the estimation error for the distribution function estimator Let H  H

D
N
	 and let G  G
be the true distribution function As we mentioned	 H approximates the distribution function by approximate
interpolation Write Hx
i
  y
i

 	
i
	 where j	
i
j  N
p
log logNN  The true distribution function evaluated
at x
i
is generally not equal to y
i
due to statistical error Therefore we will write Gx
i
  y
i
 
i
 There are two
sources of estimation error see gure  The error at each data point	 
i
 	
i
	 and the interpolation error between
the data points  an error that would persist even if the 
i
 	
i
s were all zero As a rst step	 let us analyze the
statistics of the 
i
s It is well known that the random variable Gx	 x being generated according to gx	 has a
uniform distribution in 	 see  in section  Therefore	 u
i
 Gx
i
 is the i
th
order statistic of the uniform
distribution	 which is distributed according to the well known Beta distribution The joint density of u
i
 u
j
 can be
obtained as see 	 pg 
g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Figure  Interpolation error when interpolating the distribution function
Noticing that 
i
 u
i

 iN  	 we can calculate the rst two moments of the 
i
s as
E 
i
   E 
i

j
 
iN  
 j
N  
 
N  

The following theorem provides a bound for the estimation error	 which will prove consistency of the distribution
estimator
Theorem 	 
L
 
convergence to the true distribution Let the data set D consist of N data points x
i
drawn
iid from the true distribution G  G For every H  H

D
N
and every F  G the inequality
E
h
jjH 
G jj
 
F 
i
D
 E
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 
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 
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holds where
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
Proof See theorem B in appendix B
Note  We stress that the theorem applies to any H  H

D
N
and any F  G	 in particular to F x  Gx	 the
true distribution function Thus the expected mean integrated squared error approaches zero asymptotically
at a rate Q
 
N
Note  The same proof can be modied for the case of the integrated squared error over some bounded interval
Note  Without much extra eort	 this result can be extended to a larger class H

D
N

of interpolators where the
monotonicity condition is replaced by the less restrictive condition H  H

D
N

if
x  x
i
 x
i
  Hx  Hx
i
 Hx
i
 
with no other constraints being made on continuity or the existence of derivatives Note that the conventional
distribution function  belongs to this extended class H

D
N


Note  If N  
p
log logN 	 convergence to the true distribution function with respect to the L
 
RMS error
is obtained at a rate ON
 


In the appendix	 we also give the L

and L
 
rates	 which are ON
 
 and O
p
log logNN respectively theorems
B and B
 Convergence to the True Density Function
The density estimate is the derivative of the distribution function estimate and thus we need to consider jH


G

j
Obtaining a tight convergence rate for the density estimation error is a tougher job The reason is that the derivative
operation accentuates the noise In the next theorem	 we present a bound on the estimation error for the density
estimate obtained by using SIC Its essential content is that if the true distribution function has bounded derivatives to
order K	 then by picking the approximate distribution function with minimum value for B
K
	 where B
K
is a bound
on the magnitude of the K
th
derivative	 we obtain convergence in probability at a rate Olog logNN
K K

in the L
 
norm
Theorem  
Convergence in probability to the true density Let N data points x
i
be drawn iid from
the distribution G  G Let sup
x
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i
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for i     K where K   Let N   and x    Let B

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D
N
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 Let H  H

D
N
be a approximate distribution function with B
K
 sup
x
	
	
H
K
	
	
 B

K
 
by the denition of B

K
 such a approximate distribution function must exist Then the inequality
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x 
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holds with probability  as N  By this is meant
lim
N 
P


sup
x
jH

x 
G

xj  FN

  
Proof See theorem B in appendix B
Note 	 This theorem holds for any    and any N   and to any H satisfying the conditions of the theorem
Therefore we see that for smooth density functions	 with bounded higher derivatives	 the convergence rate
approaches Olog logNN
 

Note  No smoothing parameter needs to be determined unlike the other traditional techniques The regularization
is accomplished by minimizing the norm of the K
th
derivative
Note  The convergence rate is very close to the rate proven to be optimal under similar smoothness assumptions
see 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Note  From the theorem	 it is clear that one should try to nd a generalized 
approximate distribution function
with the smallest possible derivatives Specically	 of all the sample distribution functions	 pick the one that
minimizes B
K
	 the bound on the K
th
derivative Thus	 when using optimization techniques to nd the
generalized distribution function	 one would be justied in introducing penalty terms	 penalizing the magnitudes
of the derivatives for example Tikhonov type regularizers 

Note  For compact support	 choosing F x to be the uniform measure on that support	 one obtains a result for
the integrated squared measure
Note  We see that consistent density estimation involves solving a constrained optimization problem in order to
guarantee convergence at the prescribed rate The objective function would be the bound on the K
th
derivative
and the constraints are that you t the density suciently closely The constraints can be enforced softly by
penalizing any violation of the constraints Practically speaking	 it is often more convenient to approximately
impose the smoothness constraints for example by starting at small weights or using weight decay 	 
while attempting to t the distribution function Our simulations see section  indicate that this works quite
well
 Implementation by Neural Networks
In the previous section	 we have proved the L
 
convergence to the distribution and the L
 
convergence to the
density We have shown that any functions satisfying the conditions of the theorems will converge at the given rates
In particular	 if neural networks can be found that satisfy the required conditions	 then these convergence rates will
also apply to implementations with neural networks The goal here is to show that one can nd neural networks that
satisfy the required conditions In fact	 letting the size of the neural networks increase at a rate ON logN would
suce
In order to show that neural networks can be chosen to satisfy the conditions of the theorems	 it suces to show
that neural networks are dense in a certain sense in the space H

D
N
 In other words	 let a sequence of functions
H
N
 H

D
N
be given where the N indexes the number of data points Suppose that H
N
satises the conditions of
theorem  or  whichever we are interested in Then we know that the error for H
N
s converges to zero If we
show that there is also a sequence of neural networks g
N
such that the following conditions hold simultaneously
 sup
x
jg
N
x 
H
N
xj  ON
 jg

N

H

N
j  ON
then the error for the g
N
s converges to zero at the same rate as the H
N
s To show the existence of such a sequence
of neural networks	 it suces to show that given an arbitrary degree of accuracy 	 there is a sequence of g
N
s that
approximate the H
N
s to within  and simultaneously the g

N
s also approximate the H

N
s to within  To this end	
we will use the approximation theorems proved in 	  First we set up the notation to state the theorem	
following very closely the setup in 	 
Dene the class of neural networks we are interested in as the functions dened by the set
&' 

g  R  Rjgx 
N
H
X
i	
v
i
'w
i
x b
i
 N
H
 N v
i
 w
i
 b
i
 R


where ' is conventionally called the activation function We make some assumptions on ' Though some of these
assumptions could be dropped see 	 	 there is negligible practical gain in maintaining more generality
 '  C
 
is a symmetric sigmoidal non
linearity with exponentially decaying derivatives of all orders

R
 
 
j'
i
xjdx  for all i     m ie	 '  S
m

R where S
m
p
U is a Sobolev space
 
in the L
p
metric on

for more details on Sobolev spaces see 	

the open set U for functions in C
m

We make one further restriction which is once again of no practical consequence We suppose that we are interested
in approximating the distribution on some arbitrary compact set K Let U be an open bounded set containing K
Then	 the restriction of H

D
N
to U is a subset of S


 The following theorem is valid
Theorem  
Universal Approximation Let K  R be a compact set Let f  S
m
p
U where K  U and let
'  S
m

R Given    there g  &' such that simultaneously for all i     m
sup
xK
jf
i
x
 g
i
xj   
Proof See Hornik et al 	 theorem  and corollary 
This is a very powerful theorem It states that neural networks can simultaneously approximate a function and
its derivatives provided that certain conditions are met The ability to approximate a function and its derivatives
up to order m is termed muniform denseness in  Thus theorem  can be summarized by saying that neural
networks are muniformly dense


in S
m
p
U
Corollary  &' is uniformly dense in H

D
N
restricted to U 
Proof Since ' and H

D
N
restricted to U satisfy the conditions of theorem 	 the corollary is immediate
The following theorem is now immediate
Theorem  
Consistent distribution and density estimation using neural networks
 Consistent distribution estimation with an L
 
error rate ON
 
 can be obtained on any given compact set
K using neural networks
	 Consistent density estimation with an L
 
error rate Olog logNN
K K
 can be obtained on any given
compact set K using neural networks where we assume the true distribution has bounded derivatives up to
order K
Proof Let H
N
be a sequence that has the desired convergence for the distribution theorem  or density
theorem  Then there exists a sequence of neural networks that simultaneously approximates H
N
and H

N
with
a maximum error less than N corollary  Thus the added approximation error between H
N
and g
N
does not
aect the order of convergence
Further	 by the results given in 	 corollary 	 we see that in order to guarantee that a neural network will
be able to approximate to within ON	 the number of hidden units	 N
H
	 must be ON logN Thus we see that
by increasing the size of the neural network at a rate ON logN	 one can obtain consistent distributiondensity
estimation using neural networks on any given compact set As a practical note	 it is clear that the theoretical results
give justications for SIC and provide denite guidelines as to how to choose the size of the network as a function of
N to guarantee convergence In practice	 one knows a lot more about the distribution and usually a small number
of hidden units will suce

see 

 for the precise denition

Neural Network
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Figure  Training a network to implement G

x The rst network learns Gx using SLC or SIC This is done
using the data available Now	 for an arbitrary set of inputs	 we take Network s outputs as the inputs to Network 
and the target are the inputs that went into Network  Thus we train Network  to implement the inverse of
Network  which should be G


 New Random Variate Generation Techniques
  Learning the Inverse Distribution Function from a Finite Sample SLCI and SICI
Suppose that we wish to generate random variates from a specied univariate density gx It could also be that gx
is represented only by a number of data points drawn from it	 rather than a functional form Typical approaches to
such a problem would estimate the density from the given data	 and apply some of the well
known methods such as
the transformation method or the rejection method which would be computationally extensive	 since a pass through
all the given data points has to be performed for each evaluation of the density
We propose a method using multilayer networks	 that is inspired by the transformation method But	 unlike the
transformation method	 we do not assume that G

x is known analytically The network learns to implement the
function G

x The basic structure of the method is illustrated in gure  It consists of two cascaded multilayer
networks The rst network is trained to estimate the distribution function Gx from the data using one of the
techniques described in the previous sections SLC or SIC Once the rst network is trained	 the density of its
output is uniform in   as discussed in sections  and  Then	 we train the second network to invert the
mapping produced by the rst network This inversion can be accomplished to an arbitrary precision by using as
large a network and as many data points as we want Learning the inverse proceeds as follows Let H

xw and
H
 
x v be the functions implemented by Network  and Network  respectively Let fx
i
g be an arbitrary set of
inputs Then	 the inputoutput examples for Network  will be fH

x
i
 w x
i
g Once the entire training process is
complete	 random variate generation according to gx is a done by passing y	 a uniform deviate in  	 through
Network 	 ie	 H
 
y v  gx To see why this is so	 observe that for the cascade structure of the two networks in
gure 	 the density of the output z is equal to density of the input x because Network  is the inverse of Network 
Since the density of the output y of Network  is uniform	 inputing a uniform deviate y into Network  should
produce a variable z having a density equal to that of x More formally	 assume that Network  was implementing
Gx Then	 Network  is implementing G

x Therefore	 z  G

y where y has a uniform distribution Using
the formula for transformations of random variables	 the density g
Z
of the output z is evaluated as
g
Z
z 
g
Y
y
j
dG
  
y
dy
j


jgzj
 gz 
This method applies only for the one
dimensional case because the mappingGx transforms x into a uniform density
only for the univariate case A second method based on a control formulation of the problem	 described later	 is

more general and applies to the multi
dimensional case as well
Methods similar to the above method have been independently proposed in 	  A drawback of this approach
is that it is wasteful to rst learnGx	and then invert it We propose here two new methods that are based on directly
learning G

x These two methods are inspired by the density estimation techniques that we have developed in the
previous sections They are variants of the method described above in that they build upon the idea that a network
mapping a uniform distribution to the true distribution must be implementing G

x The two methods described
below can be applied either when the true distribution function Gx is given or when a nite data set drawn from
Gx is given
 SLCI 
Stochastic Learning of the Cumulative Inverse
This technique is very similar to the stochastic method for estimating Gx and can be viewed as the inverse of SLC
Once again	 G

is a monotonic function so a monotonicity hint should be used here as well The algorithm is as
follows
 Sort the data points x

 x
 
 	 	 	  x
N

 Set t   and initialize the weights of the network to w
 Generate N numbers fu
i
g
N
i	
 from a uniform density in   and sort them so that u

 u
 
 	 	 	  u
N

 Train the network to map input u
n
to output target x
n
exactly as in steps  and  of the stochastic density
estimation technique Every cycle or every L cycles	 generate new u
n
s
 After training is complete	 input to the network a uniformly generated number The output is distributed
according to Gx
 SICI 
Smooth Interpolation of the Cumulative Inverse
This approach is analogous to the smooth interpolation approach for estimating the density SIC It is identical to
SLCI	 except that the input examples are iN   corresponding to output example x
i
	 instead of the uniform
deviates The algorithm is as follows
 Sort the data points x

 x
 
 	 	 	  x
N

 Set t   and initialize the weights of the network to w
 Let u
i
 iN   for i     N 
 Train the network to map input u
n
to output target x
n
as in steps  and  of the stochastic density estimation
technique SLC
 After training is complete	 input to the network a uniformly generated number The output is distributed
according to Gx
Another version of these methods that we have implemented is to determine the inputoutput examples by gridding
the space x

 x
N
 into M points fz
i
g
M
i	
 One then computes u
i

"
Gz
i
  N  
P
N
n	
 z
i

 x
n
 The
inputoutput examples are then fu
i
 z
i
g
M
i	
 The advantage of this version is that when only a small number of
sample points x
i
are available	 one can generate many more examples that help to learn G



The two methods presented above are applicable to generating random variates given a sample of points It is
often the case that one has a functional form for the density from which one wishes to generate The next method
uses a neural network to learn G

directly
 Learning the Inverse Distribution Function given the Density
Suppose that one is given the functional form gx for the density The data for training the neural network are
generated as follows The x
space is gridded into say M points	 fy
i
g
M
i	
 Assume that the y
i
have been ordered
The input examples to the network are given by x
i
 Gy
i
	 ie	 one computes x
i

R
y
i
 
gtdt	 where gt is given
As the y
i
s form an increasing sequence	 we do not have to perform M numerical integrations A single numerical
integration from 
 to  will suce if one outputs the value of the integral each time a y
i
is crossed One now
trains a neural network using say the squared error criterion to implement the mapping x
i
 y
i
 Known facts
about G

should be used in this training	 such as monotonicity The resulting neural network now implements an
estimate of G

 Random variates are obtained by passing a uniform deviate through the resulting network
The universal approximation theorems in section  guarantee that by choosing M large enough and a large
enough neural network	 one can generate random variates possessing a density arbitrarily close to gx
 Control Formulation of Random Variate Generation
+
Given Density
        G(y)
Shaping
Neural Network
Density
Error
Adjust Parameters
+
-
x
y z=G(y)Estimator
Distribution
Figure  Control formulation for random variate generation The rst network shapes the density of x The
transformed density is estimated	 and then compared with the true density The parameters of the rst network are
altered until the transformed density matches the required density
The main contribution of this section is a novel formulation of the random number generation problem as a control
problem Figure  illustrates the basic idea The structure consists of two cascaded units A random variable x is
generated according to any standard density function	 for example Gaussian or uniform In principle	 an unlimited
number of xs can be generated This random variable is the input to the composite structure The rst network acts
as a nonlinear transformation whose goal is to shape the density of x into the target density Let the distribution
function of the transformed variable be Zy	 where y is the transformed variable The second unit serves to estimate
this distribution function	 for example SLC or SIC sections  and  or a kernel estimator could be used The
output of the second unit	 is an estimate of the distribution function Zy of Network s output An error signal	

EGy Zy

is generated where Gy is the target distribution function This error signal is backpropagated
through the networks and is used to adjust the weights of Network  so as to minimize EGy Zy Such a
training process would change Network s mapping in such a way that would shape the distribution function of y to
get it as close as possible to the desired distribution function Once training is complete	 we can generate numbers
according to the density Gx	 by generating x according to the standard density	 and then passing it through
Network 
The analogy with the control problem is as follows The second unit represents the plant	 and Network  is the
controller The controller is trained	 such that the plant produces the desired output This technique has a similar
form to a neural network control structure see  where	 typically	 a neural network is trained to identify the
plant estimate the plant output	 analogous in our set up to the density estimation unit Then	 a neural network
controller is trained to control the plant  ie	 the identication network estimates the plant output and the controller
network is altered until this output is as desired The details of the algorithm are as follows
I Initialization
 Let the desired density be gy and the corresponding distribution function Gy Generate N samples
x

 	 	 	 x
N
 R
d
according to any standard density such as a Gaussian density The larger N is	 the more
accurate the nal result will be
 Let H

x w and H
 
y v be the functions implemented by Network  and Network  respectively we have
assumed that the density estimator is a neural network such as those developed in the previous sections
Network  has d outputs	 and Network  has one output Initialize the weights w and v of the networks
 Calculate Network s output y
n
w  H

x
n
 w n   	 	 	  N 
 Train Network  using SLC or SIC in order to estimate the distribution of the y
n
s Thus	 H
 
y vw is
implementing the distribution function of y Note that H
 
implicitly depends on w
II Training Iterations
 Compute the error function EH
 
vw G given by the squared error
E 
M
X
n	
h
H
 
z
n
 vw 
Gz
n

i
 

where fz
n
g
M
n	
be any set of M points One could even choose z
n
to be y
n
	 however	 choosing z
n
to be on a
ner grid usually works better
 Adjust the weights w of the rst network in the direction of the negative gradient
wt   wt
 	
E
w

For the case of the squared error above	 we have	
E
w
 
M
X
n	
h
H
 
z
n
 vw 
Gz
n

i
H
 
z
n
 vw
w


The error signal could also penalize deviations of G

from Z

thus ensuring that one learns the density

For clarity	 we restrict the remainder of the algorithm to the case where the set fz
n
g is the same as the set
fy
n
g Leave vw xed for a certain number L of training cycles Then the change in E 	 as w changes can
be computed by the chain rule We get
E
w
i
 
N
X
n	
h
H
 
y
n
 v
Gy
n

i
H
 
y
n
 v
w
i

 
N
X
n	
h
H
 
y
n
 v
Gy
n

i
r
y
n
H
 
y
n
 v 	
H

x
n
 w
w
i

The weights in the rst network can now be updated using a backpropagation
type scheme 	 pg 	 where
one backpropagates the s rst through Network 	 then through Network  and one only adjusts the weights
of Network 
 After L cycles of weight update for Network  in step 	 train Network  for a few cycles on the new y

n
s	 to
allow it to track the small change in the distribution of y Thus we now change v which was kept constant in
step 
 Go to step  to perform another iteration of training	 and continue doing so until the error becomes small
enough
 After training is complete	 the random numbers can be generated by generating x according to the standard
density that was initially used eg Gaussian	 and computing y  Hx w

 where w

represents the nal
weights after the entire learning process Now	 y should be the distributed according to gy
Note  This algorithm is not restricted to the case of scalar random variable	 and so it can be used to generate
multi
dimensional variables
Note  Although we used the squared error function step 	 the algorithm can be used with other error functions
such as the cross entropy error function Kullback
Liebler distance In addition	 the error function need
not only penalize dierences in the distributions	 but could also penalize dierences in the derivatives of the
distributions	 ensuring that the correct density and higher order smoothness characteristics are learned
Note  For clarity	 in step six we considered the case where the z
n
s were the same as the y
n
s	 and we did not
update the second network weights for some xed number of iterations The general case is treated in appendix
A The exact update rule is given by  and is computed for two cases the case where the density estimator
H
 
 is a neural network trained according to SIC see equations 	 	 	 and the case where the
density estimator is a Gaussian kernel estimate see equations 	  The general case as described in
appendix A generally produces better results
Note  To generate from a density represented only by a set of data points	 we use the same method above but
replace G by an estimate of G using the data points This estimate can be obtained using one of the methods
described in sections  and 
Note 	 The entire learning process can be an involved process However	 once the learning has been done	 the
generation of the random variates is fast since it only involves the evaluation of a multilayer network function

 Convergence of the Random Variate Generation Techniques
In this section we will analyze the random variate generation methods to show that they generate the true distribution
as N   The random number generation techniques SLCI and SICI are essentially techniques for estimating
G

 We restrict the analysis to the case where G

is continuous on   First we will show the convergence of
SLCI to SICI with probability  as N   Then we obtain an L
 
convergence rate for SICI that is ON
 

Finally we will show that the random variate generation techniques converge to generating from the true density
with an L
 
error rate approaching O
p
log logNN for smooth densities These theorems are very similar in avor
to those in section 	 so we do not present as much detail here
  Convergence of SLCI to SICI
The following theorem shows that SLCI converges to a solution of SICI in the limit N   with probability 
With this in mind	 we restrict the further analysis to SICI
Theorem 	 Let the data x

   x
N
be generated according to the true distribution G Then in the limit N 
SLCI converges with probability  to a minimum of the error function
E 
N
X
n	
h
H

n
N  
 w


 x
n
i
 
 
provided that the learning rate 	t is a decreasing sequence that satises the following conditions
a
P
 
t	
	t 
b
P
 
t	
	
p
t  for some p  
c lim
t 
sup

	t
 	t
 


Proof See theorem B in appendix B
Thus	 we see that in the limit N  	 H is performing the mapping nN    x
n
	 which is exactly what
SICI trains the network to do
 Convergence of SICI
We will make the simplifying assumption that G

u is continuously dierentiable on the compact interval  
Therefore the input support is compact and	 further	 we have that
	
	
dG

udu
	
	
is bounded Let the bound on the
derivative be S Then	 the input distribution is bounded in a range of size S
Let u
i
 iN   and let H

u be the a generalized inverse distribution function that approximately inter

polates the points fu
i
 x
i
g ie	
H

u
i
  x
i

 
i
j
i
j  N
r
log logN
N

We would like to analyze the rate of convergence of the integrated squared error E  E
h
R


H

u
G

u
 
du
i
	
where  is any continuous measure on   Write
G

u
i
  x
i
 
i


Then	 the following theorem is valid
Theorem 	 
L
 
convergence to the true inverse distribution function Let the data set D consist of N
data points x
i
drawn iid from the true distribution G  G Assume that G

is continuous on the closed interval
  and let its derivative be bounded by S For every generalized inverse distribution function that is zero outside
the range of G

and for any continuous measure du on   with bound B on   the inequality
E
h
jjH


G

jj
 

i
D
 Q


N 
holds where
Q


N 

N

S
 

 N
 
log logN 
r
S
 
N
 
log logN
N

S
 
N
 BS
 


Proof See theorem B in appendix B
Thus	 we have convergence to G

provided the conditions of theorem  hold	 and further that the rate of
convergence is ON
 
 if N  
p
log logN  In a similar manner	 one could obtain L

convergence We omit
the details here
We now look at the convergence to the density We impose one additional restriction	 that on the compact
support of interest	 gx  G

x   in other words	 the true density is bounded away from zero Further	 we
already assume that G
i
 A
i
for i     K The following theorem gives the convergence to the true density
Theorem 	 
Convergence in probability to the true density Let N data points x
i
be drawn iid from
the distribution G  G Let sup
x
	
	
G
i
	
	
 A
i
for i     K where K   and let G

  Fix    and
let N   
  Let B

K
D  inf
Q
  
sup
x
	
	
Q
K
	
	
where Q

represents a generalized approximate inverse
distribution function and Q the corresponding distribution function Let H

be a generalized approximate inverse
distribution function with B
K
 sup
x
	
	
H
K
	
	
 B

K
  by the denition of B

K
 such a approximate inverse
distribution function must exist Then the inequality
sup
x
jH

x 
G

xj  FN 
where
FN  
K
A
K
 
 
K
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
 
K

holds with probability  as N  By this is meant
lim
N 
P


sup
x
jH

x 
G

xj  FN

  
Proof See theorem B in appendix B
The theorems in this section show that the generalized inverse distribution functions converge to the true inverse
distribution function Further	 the resulting density also converges The discussion on implementing the density
estimation techniques with neural networks in section  also applies here We do not go into the details as they
are similar to the analysis in section  Essentially	 the inverse distribution functions that achieve the desired rates
of convergence to the true inverse distribution function can be implemented by neural networks Hence	 consistent
random variate generation can be obtained at the same rates using neural networks if the size of the neural networks
increases as ON logN

The theorems in this section are not only relevant to generating given a nite amount of data	 but also to the
control formulation where one learns by generating an arbitrary amount of data to learn from These theorems show
that one can guarantee convergence to generating from the true density with enough data
 Simulation Results
	  Density Estimation Techniques
To test the proposed density estimation techniques	 we considered the following mixture
of
Gausians density
gx 



p

e

x

 




p

e

x 	

 


We generated  iid data points from this density	 and have used these data points to design the density estimators
according to SLC and SIC sections  and  The results of SLC and SIC are shown in gures  and  respectively
One can see that even with  data points	 the density estimates are quite reasonable
To compare the proposed methods with the kernel estimation method	 we implemented the three methods SLC	
SIC	 and the kernel estimation method on two samples	 of sizes  and  respectively	 drawn from the above
density  The optimal kernel width h has been calculated according to the formula h  n

	 pg 
Since this is not possible in practice	 the results of the kernel estimation method tend to be optimistic The results
are shown in gure  As can be seen	 the kernel estimator displays bumpy behavior	 even with the optimal choice
of the kernel width The neural network implementations	 on the other hand	 are relatively smooth Of course	
performance on a single test case might not be conclusive	 but backed by the theoretical results of section  they are
certainly compelling
The details of the neural network implementation for both the SLC and SIC method are as follows We used a 
hidden layer network with  hidden units The activation function of the hidden units is tanh	 and that of the output
unit is erf

 We trained the network for  iterations using the conjugate gradient algorithm We enforced the
monotonicity hint by a penalty term with weight  As we mentioned in the derivation of the convergence rates	
we wish to pick the smoothest interpolator We softly enforced this by starting the learning with small weights

We also implemented the proposed approaches on a real
world example	 namely estimating the density of stock
price changes in the log space	 ie logS
t
S
t
 Theoretical studies suggest that the logarithm of a stock price
follows a Brownian motion 	 and hence the log price dierence is Gaussian However	 practical observation has
shown that stock prices appear to have densities with fatter
than
Gaussian tails The accurate measurement of the
density of stock price changes is very important	 since it can signicantly impact the pricing of stock derivative
instruments such as options We implemented our proposed methods on such a problem	 by applying them to three
representative Dow
component stocks IBM	 GE	 and JP Morgan Figure  shows the estimated densities for the
SIC method along with the true histograms and the Gaussian with the same mean and variance Notice how the
true distribution signicantly deviates from Gaussian	 displaying the well
established fat
tail behavior

erfx 

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
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 
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
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Figure  Stochastic learning of the distribution function SLC The cumulative estimate with  data points is
shown in a along with the sample and true distribution functions The lower curve is the neural network estimate	
the upper curve is the true distribution function and the stair
case like curve is the sample distribution function
The density estimate is shown in b
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Figure  Smooth interpolation of the distribution function SIC The cumulative estimate is shown in a along
with the sample and true distribution functions The lower curve is the neural network estimate	 the upper curve is
the true distribution function and the stair
case like curve is the sample distribution function The density estimate
is shown in b
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Figure  Comparison of the optimal kernel estimate	 with the neural network estimators Plotted are the true density
and the estimates SLC	 SIC	 Kernel a Density estimation with  data points and b Density estimation with
 data points
	 Random Variate Generation Techniques
 Learning the Inverse Distribution Function
We generated  data points according to the mixture
of
Gaussians density given by equation  Using these
data points	 we implemented SICI section  in order to generate data according to the specied density We used
a single hidden layer network with  tanh hidden nodes	 and a linear output node In order to create singularities
at the end points y   and y  	 we added a tangent function to the output We enforced the monotonicity of
the mapping by using a hint penalty term with a hint weight of  The training algorithm we used was 
iterations of a conjugate gradient descent algorithm on the squared error	 and the data for learning was generated
as follows the x
space was gridded into  points and these grid points y
i
served as the outputs The inputs
were computed as x
i

"
Gy
i
 as described in section  To test how well G

was learned	 we generated two
million points from a uniform distribution and passed them through the network The output of the network should
then be distributed according to the density in  Figure  shows the sample distribution and histogram of these
two million network outputs as compared to the desired distribution and density For comparison	 gure  shows
the resulting distribution and density that were obtained by rst forming a kernel estimate using the optimal kernel
width given by h  

	 pg  and then generating according to this kernel estimate In practice	
the optimal kernel width is not available	 but even using the optimal kernel width	 we see that SICI appears to
outperform the kernel method Once again	 we note that performance on a single test case might not be conclusive	
but the theoretical results of section  provide additional support for SICI
We also implemented the method described in section  for learning the inverse distribution function given the
functional form in equation  The data was generated as follows  uniformly spaced points on the interval

  served as the target outputs y
i
outside the range 
	 the density in  is essentially zero The

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Figure  Density estimates for the log stock price changes of a number of US stocks Shown are the density
estimates of the changes in log stock price for IBM	 JP Morgan JPM and General Electric GE using SIC For
each company	 about  data points were available Also shown for comparison are the histogram of the data and
a Gaussian with the same mean and variance as the data  The estimated distribution is signicantly non
Gaussian
We magnify the tail behavior in b	 d and f Notice that the true density has a considerably fatter tail
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Figure  Using SICI for random variate generation from the density in  In a is shown the learned cumulative
compared to the true cumulative	 and in b is shown the density resulting from the random variate generation
compared to the desired density
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Figure  Using a Gaussian kernel technique for random variate generation from the density in  In a is shown
the learned cumulative compared to the true cumulative	 and in b is shown the density resulting from the random
variate generation compared to the desired density
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Figure  Learning G

for random variate generation from the density in  as described in section  In a
is shown the learned cumulative compared to the true cumulative	 and in b is shown the density resulting from the
random variate generation compared to the desired density
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Figure  Control formulation for random variate generation from the density in  In a is shown the learned
cumulative compared to the true cumulative	 and in b is shown the density resulting from the random variate
generation compared to the desired density
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Figure  Convergence of the density estimation error Plotted in the estimation error versus N on a Log
Log scale
For comparison	 also shown is the best N t
inputs are given by x
i
 Gy
i
 which are obtained by numerical integration as described in section  Once again	
to test how well G

was learned	 we generated two million points from a uniform distribution and passed them
through the network Figure  shows the sample distribution and histogram of these two million network outputs
The results indicate that the network learned G

almost perfectly In addition	 the resulting density of the network
output matched the true density extremely well This implies that dG

dx has also been learned well	 which might
come as a surprise as this derivative was not incorporated as part of the error function The fact that the neural
network could implement the distribution inverse and its derivative simultaneously are consequences of theorems 
and  and corollary 
 Control Formulation for Random Variate Generation
We implemented the control formulation method described in section  to generate data according to the mixture

of
Gaussians density in equation  We used the kernel estimator as the density estimation network H
 
and a
single hidden layer network with  tanh hidden nodes and a linear output node as the density shaping network H


To create singularities at the end points y   and y  	 we added a tangent function to the output Training was
performed with  data points using the algorithm proposed in section  The inputs to the rst network were
generated according to a uniform distribution To test how well the control method performed	 two million random
variates were generated and their distribution was compared to the true distribution Figure  shows the results
The results indicate that the generated points obey the target density fairly accurately The dierence between the
true and generated densities can be made even smaller by using more training data increasing M and N In fact	
by increasing the number of training data one can get arbitrarily close to the true distribution This is a consequence
of the theoretical results in section  Again	 constraints on G

such as monotonicity could be used to improve the
learning

 Convergence of Density Estimation
To test the theoretical bounds derived for the density estimator	 we have performed a Monte Carlo experiment to
measure the L
 
RMS estimation error as a function of the number of data points N  We used a ve hidden unit
neural network and trained it according to the SIC method For various numbers of data points	 N 	 the resulting
density estimation error	 E	 was computed by averaging over  runs for each N  Shown in gure  is the behavior
of logE versus logN 	 and for comparison	 we show the best N t The optimal linear t had slope 

 Discussion
We have developed two techniques for density estimation based on the idea of learning the cumulative by mapping
the data points to a uniform density In doing so	 we placed the density estimation problem	 traditionally an
unsupervised learning problem	 within the supervised learning framework We focused on implementations using
multilayer networks	 because multilayer networks have certain desirable properties such as universal approximation
theorems However	 it should be noted that any suciently general function class could be used in conjunction with
our methods
Two techniques were presented	 a stochastic technique SLC	 which is expected to inherit the characteristics of
most stochastic iterative algorithms	 and a deterministic technique SIC SLC tends to be slow in practice	 however	
because each set of targets is drawn from the uniform distribution	 this is anticipated to have a smoothingregularizing
eect  this can be seen by comparing SLC and SIC in gure  a A similar outcome is obtained by adding small
random perturbations to the targets of SIC
Our simulations demonstrated that the our techniques performed well in comparison to the kernel estimator using
the optimal kernel width Further	 there is no smoothing parameter that needs to be chosen Smoothing occurs
naturally by picking the interpolator with the lowest bound for a certain derivative In our simulations	 we enforced
smoothing by starting the network at small weights	 which for practical purposes seemed sucient For our methods	
the majority of time is spent in the learning phase	 but once learning is done	 evaluating the density is fast We used
our methods to demonstrate the fat
tailed behavior in the stock markets  price changes in the stock markets obey
a distribution that has a fatter
than
Gaussian tail
We then developed techniques for non
uniform random variate generation that are applicable to the generation
of random variates from a density represented by a set of data points SLCI or SICI or from a density whose
functional form is given learning of the inverse distribution We presented a second method based on a control
formulation Our methods are applicable to any density	 and the generation of random variates is fast	 once the
learning is performed The learning phase is the rate limiting step	 but this will become insignicant when one needs
to generate millions of points	 many times
We have also provided convergence results applicable to the use of generalized distribution functions Thus	 we
have laid a theoretical foundation upon which our methods stand The conditions that we required of the true
distribution function are not unreasonable from the practical point of view We see that the L
 
convergence rate
for the density estimation approaches Olog logNN
 
 for smooth densities Our theoretical convergence results
are near optimal and were obtained without any restrictions being placed on the support of the true distribution
However	 for practical purposes	 one is usually interested in some compact set
Extensions along the following lines are possible why restrict oneself to a uniform density# One could map to any
standard density say qx For example	 one can replace the uniform targets for SLC by targets drawn from say

a Gaussian density Let the network function being implemented be Hxw	 and let the mapping that converts a
Gaussian random variable to a uniform be Qx This is just the error function erf x Then the composite mapping
QHw x
is the required estimate Gx	 from which the density can be obtained by dierentiation with respect to x For SIC	
the targets would be E u
i
	 the i
th
order statistic of q Thus our methods could be extended by mapping to any
standard density for which Qx is known analytically The same comments apply to the random variate generation
process The advantage of doing this can be seen by supposing that the true density is close to a Gaussian or some
other standard density Then	 we let the mapping Qx do the bulk of the work and the neural network has to
learn only the deviation of the true density from the standard density This mapping could be considerably simpler
to learn as it will by assumption be close to the identity mapping
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Appendix	 Mathematical Derivations
In this appendix we present all the technical details for results that are used in the main part of the paper
A Weight Updates for Control Formulation
In this part of the appendix we derive the exact weight update rule for the control algorithm in section  for
the case where the density estimator H
 
 is either a neural network trained according to SIC or a kernel density
estimator The steps of the algorithm are given in section  The only change would be the weight update step as
will be described next
A  Neural Network Density Estimator
The error gradient can be written as
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We need to compute H
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ww	 which by the chain rule we can write as
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A technicality in the proof of convergence with probability  requires that the random targets be bounded with probability  However
we can ignore this technical requirement without signicant practical loss

where the summation is over the weights of H
 
 When using SIC as the density estimator	 v is a minimizer of the
error function
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Setting the gradient of this expression with respect to !v to zero	 one obtains for the change in v
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and the weight update is given by
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 to obtain the weight updates !v for the density estimating network
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where the summation is over the weights in H
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A Gaussian Kernel Density Estimator
In this case let Gx  gx	 the desired density Let gz
n
 be the density on the test points The error function
once again is
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where  is appropriately chosen to give a good density estimator on the N points If w are the weights of H

then
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 w A straightforward computation shows that
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and the weight update is given by
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B Proofs for Convergence Theorems
B  Convergence of the Density Estimation Techniques
Theorem B Let the data x

   x
N
be generated according to the true distribution G Then SLC converges with
probability  to a local minimum of the error function
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provided that the learning rate 	t is a decreasing sequence that satises the following conditions
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Proof We rst summarize some aspects of the theory of stochastic approximation	 that will be the main tool in
proving the theorem

 A general stochastic iterative algorithm is given by
w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 w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tQ
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t wt u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
where ut is a sequence of independent random variables Ljung considers a more general form	 where ut is given
by an iteration in terms of the random input and w The algorithm converges with probability  wp only to a
	
Stochastic approximation deals with the convergence analysis of iterative algorithms where the inputs are random variables We
follow the analysis of Ljung 	 though other approaches that have dierent sets of assumptions such as Kushner and Clark 
 could
also be used For more details on stochastic algorithms in general see 

stable stationary point of the ordinary dierential equation
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if the following assumptions are satised see 
A ut is bounded wp
A The function Qt w u is continuously dierentiable wrt w and u	 and the derivatives	 for xed w are bounded
in t
A 	t is a decreasing sequence	 and
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By observing the proof of convergence in 	 it can be shown that condition A can be replaced by the following
condition
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 Q is locally Lipschitz continuous in w and u	 meaning that jQ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 Bw  for some  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w	 and u

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 
 Bu v for v  	 where Bx y is the
ball centered at x with radius y Moreover	 the Lipschitz constant Rw ut  vt is a bounded function of
t for xed w and bounded vt
To see why this is the case	 we note that condition A is used in the proof in  only in Lemma 	 pg  There	
the equivalent condition A

can be used in its place
The update equation for SLC is given by
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Note that x
n
is xed and considered constant in the proof	 because it does not change from one cycle to the next
The rst condition	 the independence of successive ut vectors	 is satised	 by the construction of the algorithm
We now verify that conditions A	 A

	 A and A are satised
 Condition A is satised	 because u
n
t is generated from a uniform density	 and hence it is bounded
 Q is a piecewise with respect to t dierentiable function of u and w assuming standard sigmoidal neural
networks Further	 the derivatives are bounded in t for xed w because u
n
t is bounded in t Therefore	 Q is
locally Lipschitz In addition	 the local Lipschitz constant Rw ut  vt is bounded in time for xed w
as the derivatives are bounded in time for xed w Hence condition A

is satised

 Condition A is equivalent to the conditions of the theorem
 Let us now consider Condition A
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The variables u
n
t are the order statistics of a sample of size N drawn from a distribution that is uniform in
  The density of the order statistic can be found in most texts on probability theory	 eg  We get
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which is a beta distribution The rst moment can be obtained in a straightforward manner	 as follows
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Substituting in 	 we see that the limit exists and is independent of t for all w
Thus	 all conditions of  are satised	 therefore we conclude that the algorithm converges wp to the stable
stationary points of the following ordinary dierential equation
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which are precisely the local minima of the error function
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because the right
hand side of  is the negative gradient of the error function in 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Observing this proof it should be clear that if the hint term had been kept in 	 the proof would have proceeded in exactly the
same manner resulting in convergence to the error function in 	 If we require that the solution be monotonic then the hint term
must be zero therefore the function converged to must be a minimum of the remaining term which is precisely the error function 
Ultimately the same nal result is obtained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Combining this inequality with 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	 we get
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where the last inequality follows by maximizing over i and using the bound for the 	
i
s Thus we nd
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The last line follows because
R
 
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 since F is a distribution function
The previous theorem can easily be extended to obtain the L

convergence
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convergence to the true distribution Let the data set D consist of N data points x
i
drawn
iid from the true distribution G  G For every H  H

D
N
and every F  G the inequality
E jH 
Gj
F

D
 E


Z
 
 
jHx
GxjdF x

D
 Q

N 
holds where
Q

N 

p
N  
 N
r
log logN
N


N  


Proof Using similar reasoning that led up to 	 we nd for x  x
i
 x
i

jHx
Gxj  j
i
j j
i
j

N  
 j	
i
j j	
i
j 
By Jensens inequality	 E j
i
j 
p
E 
 
i
 therefore we nd that E j
i
j 

 
p
N   The rest of the analysis is
exactly analogous to the L
 
convergence proof	 the nal result being 
Thus we have L

convergence at a rate O
p
N for N  
p
log logN  Let H
N
denote a sequence of functions
in H

D
N
for increasing data set sizes N  Dene the statistics
D
H
N
 sup
x
jH
N
x 
Gxj 
C
H
N

Z
 
 
H
N
x 
Gx
 
dGx 
which are analogous to 	  The following theorems are valid
Theorem B 
L
 
convergence to the true distribution
lim sup
N 
D
H
N
s
N
 log logN
 lim
N 
N 



where we assume that lim
N 
N exists
Proof From the proof of theorem 	 it is easily seen that jH 
 G
N
j  jH 
 iN  j  jG
N

 iN  j 
N
p
log logNN  N  	 hence
lim sup
N 
D
H
N
s
N
 log logN
 lim sup
N 

sup
x
jH 
G
N
j sup
x
jG
N

Gj

s
N
 log logN
 lim
N 
N 



where the last equation follows by an application of theorem 
In an exactly analogous way	 the following theorem can be established
Theorem B	
lim sup
N 
C
H
N
N
 log logN
 lim
N 
N




 

where we assume that lim
N 
N exists
The proof follows in an analogous way to the previous theorem and an application of theorem 
To prove convergence to the true density	 we will need the following results relating the higher derivatives of a
function to lower order derivatives In the following	 we use the notation f
i
to denote the i
th
derivative of f 
Lemma B Let a twice di
erentiable function fx be dened on the interval a where the lower limit a could
be 
 Suppose sup
x
jf j  M

 sup
x
jf

j  M

 and sup
x
jf

j  M
 
 where the sup
x
is taken over x  a
Then
M
 

 M

M
 


Proof Let h   Then for x  a	 by Taylors theorem	 we have
fx h  fx  hf

x  h
 
f




for some   x x  h Therefore	
jf

xj 
M

h
 hM
 

This inequality holds for every h   In particular for the h that minimizes the right hand side This minimum is
attained at h 
p
M

M
 
and so we have the bound
jf

xj  
p
M

M
 

Thus sup
x
jf

xj  
p
M

M
 

Corollary B Let Gx be di
erentiable m times on the interval a Let sup
x
	
	
G
i
	
	
 M
i
for i     m
Then
M
 
i
 M
i
M
i

for i      m
 
Proof Let fx in lemma B be G
i
x
Lemma B Let Gx be di
erentiable m times on the interval a Let sup
x
	
	
G
i
	
	
M
i
for i     m Then
M

 
m
M

 
m

M
 
m
m

Proof We prove the lemma by induction on m For m  	 the lemma is equivalent to lemma B Suppose 
holds for m  P  We show that it holds for m  P   From lemma B we have
M

 M
 


M
 

 

By applying the induction hypothesis to G

we have the following equation
M
 
 
P
M

 
P

M
 
P
P

Combining these two equations we nd that
M




P 

M
 


M
 
P
P

P
P 
 
and thus  holds for m  P   This concludes the proof
Corollary B Let Gx  C
 
on the interval a Let sup
x
	
	
G
i
	
	
 M
i
 Dene the sequence fs
k
g
 
k	
by
s
k
 
k
M
k
k
 Suppose that lim
k 
s
k
   Then
M

 M



Proof Taking the limitm in lemma B and using the fact that the term by term product of two convergent
sequences converges to the product of the limits	 the corollary follows
We assume that the true distribution function has bounded derivatives up to order K Then	 in the asymptotic
limit N  	 one expects that with probability 	 an interpolator should exist with bounded derivatives with the
same bounds	 because in the asymptotic limit	 Gx itself becomes an interpolator To proceed in a more formal
manner	 let A
i
 sup
x
	
	
G
i
	
	
 i     K and dene B

i
D by
B

i
D  inf
HH

D
N
sup
x
	
	
	
H
i
	
	
	

for xed N     Note that by denition	 for all   	  H  H

D
N
such that sup
x
	
	
H
i
x
	
	
 B

i
 
B

i
D is the lowest possible bound on the i
th
derivative for the 
approximate sample distribution functions given a
particular data set In a sense	 the smoothest approximating sample distribution function with respect to the i
th
derivative has an i
th
derivative bounded by B

i
D One expects that B

i
 A
i
	 at least in the limit N  This is
the content of the next lemma Let B

i
 A
i
 	

i
D
Lemma B Let N   Then for all   
lim
N 
P 	

i
D     
Proof This is a straightforward application of theorem  as follows Suppose the lemma were false Then there
exists    such that lim
N 
P 	

i
D       Therefore with probability 	 G  H

D
N
as N  	 as if
G  H

D
N
then 	   Thus	 with probability  	
D
N
 sup
x
jG
N
x
Gxj   
 
r
log logN
N

as N   the  
  arises because our distribution function diers from G
N
at x
i
by at most N 
p
log logNN Thus	
lim
N 
D
N
s
N
 log logN
 lim
N 
 
 




with probability   	 implying that
lim sup
N 
D
N
s
N
 log logN




with probability   	 contradicting theorem 
Theorem B 
Convergence in probability to the true density Let N data points x
i
be drawn iid from
the distribution G  G Let sup
x
	
	
G
i
	
	
 A
i
for i     K where K   Let N   and x    Let B

K
D 
inf
HH

D
N
sup
x
	
	
H
K
	
	
 Let H  H

D
N
be a approximate distribution function with B
K
 sup
x
	
	
H
K
	
	
 B

K
 
by the denition of B

K
 such a approximate distribution function must exist Then the inequality
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jH

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G

xj  F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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holds with probability  as N  By this is meant
lim
N 
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jH

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G

xj  FN

  
Proof Let Sx  Gx 
Hx and let M
K
 sup
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S
K
	
	
 A
K
B
K
 By lemma B
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A
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B
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where B
K
 sup
x
	
	
H
K
	
	
and by construction	 B
K
 B

K
D   Therefore	
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 
K
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x
jSxj

 
K
 FN

If we can show that the right hand side tends to  as N   then we are done We look at the probability of the
complementary event and show that it tends to  We can bound P 
K
A
K
 B
K

 
K
sup
x
jSxj

 
K
 FN
by
P


A
K
B
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  A
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 

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 log log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which in turn can be bounded by the sum of probabilities of the individual events By lemma B	 as N  	
B

K
D  A
K
with probability 	 so	
lim
N 
P A
K
B
K
  A
K
    
Similar reasoning to that which led to  can now be applied to show that for x  x
i
 x
i
	

i
 	
i
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H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i
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therefore
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i
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i
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
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thus	 we see that
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because lim
N 
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i
j
i
j 
p
log logNN   	 by an application of theorem  Therefore we have shown that
lim
N 
P 
K
A
K
B
K

 
K
sup
x
jSxj

 
K
 FN   thus proving the theorem
The following is an immediate corollary of the theorem
Corollary B 
L
p
convergence to the true density Let N data points x
i
be drawn iid from the distri
bution G  G Let sup
x
	
	
G
i
	
	
 A
i
for i     K where K   Let N   and x    Let B

K
D 
inf
HH

D
N
sup
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H
K
	
	
 Let H  H

D
N
be a approximate distribution function with B
K
 sup
x
	
	
H
K
	
	
 B

K
 

by the denition of B

K
 such a approximate sample distribution function must exist Then for any F  G as
N 
lim
N 
P


Z
jH

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G

xj
p
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
p
 F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where FN is as dened in theorem 
B Convergence of the Random Variate Generation Techniques
Theorem B Let the data x

   x
N
be generated according to the true distribution G Then SLCI converges with
probability  to a local minimum of the error function
E  E

N
X
n	
h
Hu
n
 w 
 x
n
i
 

 
where the expectation is with respect u

     u
N
 the N order statistics of a uniform distribution provided that the
learning rate 	t is a decreasing sequence that satises the following conditions
a
P
 
t	
	t 
b
P
 
t	
	
p
t  for some p  
c lim
t 
sup

	t
 	t
 


Proofsketch We will use ideas very similar to those used in the proof of SLCSIC The update rule for SLCI is
wt  wt  
 	t 	 
N
X
n	
Hu
n
t wt 
 x
n

Hu
n
t wt
w
 z 
Qwtut

Just as in section 	 Qwt ut satises requirements A A

 A and A of  Therefore	 convergence to a
stable stationary point of the dierential equation
dw
dt
 lim
t 
E
N
X
n	
Hu
n
t wt 
 x
n

Hu
n
t wt
w
 
occurs with probability 	 provided 	t satises the conditions of the theorem
Theorem B Let the data x

   x
N
be generated according to G If the conditions of theorem B hold then in
the limit N  SLCI converges with probability  to a minimum of the error function
E 
N
X
n	
h
H

n
N  
 w


 x
n
i
 
 
Proof sketch In the limit N  	 we expect u
n
 nN   with probability  This	 however	 is just an
application of theorem  Another way to see this is to write u
i
 iN    
i
in  and expand as a power
series in 
i
 The 
i
terms disappear and the higher order expectations decay to zero as N 

Theorem B	 
L
 
convergence to G

 Let the data set D consist of N data points x
i
drawn iid from the
true distribution G  G Assume that G

is continuous on the closed interval   and let its derivative be
bounded by S For every generalized inverse distribution function that is zero outside the range of G

and for any
continuous measure du on   with bound B on   the inequality
E
h
jjH


G

jj
 

i
D
 Q
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Proof Because both G

and H

are monotonic	 the same arguments that led up to  can be used to get that
for u  u
i
 u
i
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
i
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Now	 following similar reasoning as in theorem  we get that for u  u
i
 u
i
	
H
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G

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The quantities on the right hand side of  can be bounded as follows The density for the order statistic x
i
is
	 pg 
*gx
i
 
N %
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%N 
 i%
g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i
G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
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Gx
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We will require the expected value Ex
i

G

u
i
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 
 It can be bounded as follows
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
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+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+
u
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 u


a follows by using  and making a transformation of variables to u  Gx
i
	 and b by Taylors theorem	 for
some u The expectations are with respect to the relevant 
distributions and can be calculated using standard
methods Then	 straightforward bounds for these expectations gives  Remembering that Gx
i
  N
i
	

we have
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where a follows because the derivative of G

is bounded by S and the last inequality follows by using  and
obtaining a straight forward bound Finally we can bound E


 
i

by noting that x
i
 G

u
i
 
i
 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
u
i
 
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du
i
for u some point in u
i
 u
i
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i
 Thus	 
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i
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
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i
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Putting all this together	 we nd that that for u  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 N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In the two end cells  N   and NN   	 the dierence between H

and G

is bounded by S	 the
measure is bounded by BN   because du was assumed to be a continuous measure and therefore can be
bounded on this compact set by B Hence the two end cells contribute at most BS
 
N  The theorem now follows
by adding this to 
Theorem B 
Convergence in probability to the true density Let N data points x
i
be drawn iid from
the distribution G  G Let sup
x
	
	
G
i
	
	
 A
i
for i     K where K   and let G

  Fix    and
let N   
  Let B

K
D  inf
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  
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where Q

represents a generalized approximate inverse
distribution function and Q the corresponding distribution function Let H

be a generalized approximate inverse
distribution function with B
K
 sup
x
	
	
H
K
	
	
 B

K
  by the denition of B

K
 such a approximate inverse
distribution function must exist Then the inequality
sup
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where
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holds with probability  as N  By this is meant
lim
N 
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Proofsketch We see that j
i
j  j	
i
j sup
x
dH

udu where Hx
i
  iN   
 	
i
 Thus if j
i
j   then
an analogous lemma to B will apply with probability  in the limit N 	 there will exist generalized inverse
distribution functions such that H
i
is bounded above by A
i
  and H

is bounded below by  
  for   
By choice of  we see that H corresponding to H

as chosen is a generalized approximate sample distribution
function that satises the conditions of theorem B Thus theorem  applies to the convergence of H

to G

and
we are done

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